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More Than RecoveryEating Ovaltine Cruel DeceptionThe Last of Mrs. Lincoln's Indigo SecretsPamela's Labby GirlsMary Todd LincolnThe Addiction of Mary Todd LincolnMARY TODD LINCOLN: ADDICTEDTo the Memory of a Lost SoulMary Todd Lincoln: A Medical NecessityMary Todd of LIncolnMystery of the White House Death Mary Todd Lincoln — the first woman in the nation’s capital to be called First Lady. She was a wife, mother, philanthropist, and a woman of great moral courage. To her husband, she was the only one who truly understood him. The years of struggle and hardship that the Lincolns faced throughout their marriage only served to strengthen their bond. Despite the challenges they faced, Mary Todd Lincoln remained a constant source of support and encouragement for her husband, helping him through his darkest moments and offering him the strength he needed to carry on.
until a Peace Treaty is drawn up and signed by all parties involved. Representatives from the Allies are gathering in Paris, and already ominous signs of disagreement have appeared. A Peace Conference will convene in Paris, where the Allies will attempt to impose their will on the defeated Central Powers. The outcome of the conference will have momentous consequences when he first demonstrated his determination and leadership. Holzer recasts Lincoln from an isolated prairie politician yet to establish his greatness, rule, sounded the death knell of slavery, and transformed not only his own image but that of the presidency, even while making inevitable the war that would be necessary to succession. Reluctant to trust an officer in Minton’s regiment, a man with secrets of his own, and uncertain of the loyalties of Matron’s friends in Paris, Bess must rely on her own truth is buried so deep in his mind that he can only relive it in wild nightmares. When Minton goes missing, bent on suicide, Bess must race to unlock his past before he instead of the intelligent, ambitious officer she expects, she finds a bitter and disturbed man who has abdicated his duties at the Peace Conference and is well on his way toward until a Peace Treaty is drawn up and signed by all parties involved. Representatives from the Allies are gathering in Paris, and already ominous signs of disagreement have appeared. A Peace Conference will convene in Paris, where the Allies will attempt to impose their will on the defeated Central Powers. The outcome of the conference will have momentous consequences when he first demonstrated his determination and leadership. Holzer recasts Lincoln from an isolated prairie politician yet to establish his greatness, rule, sounded the death knell of slavery, and transformed not only his own image but that of the presidency, even while making inevitable the war that would be necessary to 
to spend, and of what happens when someone is consumed by the desire to consume.

Beautiful Boy May Todd Lincoln, wife of the president we have immortalized, has always been difficult for us to understand. She could appear poised and brilliant one moment yet rude and ugly the next. Sometimes competent and strong, able to entertain dignitaries from around the world, at other times she appeared dependent and weak. At times she seemed utterly beside herself with sobbing and screaming. Historians have mostly avoided saying very much about Mary Todd Lincoln except in reference to her husband, Abraham. To many it would seem that Mary Todd Lincoln is still an embarrassment in the tragic story of her martyred husband. But Mary Todd Lincoln lived her own tragic story even before Abraham was murdered. She was an addict, addicted to the opiates she needed for her migraines headaches. Seeing Mary Todd Lincoln as an addict helps us understand her and give her the compassion and admire she deserves. In her time there had been no courageous First Lady like Betty Ford to help people understand the power of addiction. There was no treatment center. In Mary Todd Lincoln’s time there were many addicts at all levels of society, as there are now, but it was a more socially acceptable condition for men than for women. More importantly, addiction was not very well understood, and it was often mistreated. Because Mary Todd Lincoln’s only surviving son, Robert Lincoln, made a great effort to protect his mother and her family from journalists and historians, he intentionally destroyed most of Mary Todd Lincoln’s medical records and many of her letters. What he could not destroy, however, is the record of Mary Todd Lincoln’s pain and the record of how she behaved while living with this pain.

In The Addiction of Mary Todd Lincoln we can see clearly, for the first time, what Mary Todd Lincoln had to live with for the course of her life. This is a book about addiction and healing.

Savage Conversations Mary Todd Lincoln, wife of the president we have immortalized, has always been difficult for us to understand. She could appear poised and brilliant one moment yet rude and ugly the next. Sometimes competent and strong, able to entertain dignitaries from around the world, at other times she appeared dependent and weak. At times she seemed utterly beside herself with sobbing and screaming. Historians have mostly avoided saying very much about Mary Todd Lincoln except in reference to her husband, Abraham. To many it would seem that Mary Todd Lincoln is still an embarrassment in the tragic story of her martyred husband. But Mary Todd Lincoln lived her own tragic story even before Abraham was murdered. She was an addict, addicted to the opiates she needed for her migraines headaches. Seeing Mary Todd Lincoln as an addict helps us understand her and give her the compassion and admire she deserves. In her time there had been no courageous First Lady like Betty Ford to help people understand the power of addiction. There was no treatment center. In Mary Todd Lincoln’s time there were many addicts at all levels of society, as there are now, but it was a more socially acceptable condition for men than for women. More importantly, addiction was not very well understood, and it was often mistreated. Because Mary Todd Lincoln’s only surviving son, Robert Lincoln, made a great effort to protect his mother and her family from journalists and historians, he intentionally destroyed most of Mary Todd Lincoln’s medical records and many of her letters. What he could not destroy, however, is the record of Mary Todd Lincoln’s pain and the record of how she behaved while living with this pain.

Herndon’s Lincoln: A striking success...the account of the White House years is absorbing, the account of Mary Lincoln’s life as a widow utterly compelling.”—New York Times This is the first biography in over two decades of Mary Todd Lincoln. Privileged daughter to a wealthy Kentucky plantation owner, Mary fell into a stormy romance with the raw Illinois attorney Abraham Lincoln. For twenty-five years the Lincolns forged opposing temperaments into a tolerant, loving marriage. Even as the nation suffered secession and civil war, Mary experienced the tragedies of losing three of her four children and then her husband. An insanity trial orchestrated by her surviving son led to her confinement in an asylum. Mary Todd Lincoln is still often portrayed in one dimension, as the stereotype of the best-hated faults of all women. Here her life is restored for us whole.

The Emancipator’s Wife My dad used to be Abraham Lincoln. When I was six and learning to read, I saw his initials were A. B. E., Albert Baruch Edelman. ABE. That’s when I knew. Mina Edelman was a sixteen-year-old girl who loved Lincoln and his family, and her mother, and his son, and her father from assassinating her mother from insanity, and herself—Willie Lincoln incarnate—from death at age twelve. Apart from that, the summer of 1966 should be like any other. But Mina’s dad begins taking Mina along to hear speeches by Marmy Luther King, Jr. in Chicago. And soon he brings the freedom of their movement to their own small town, with consequences for everyone, in Gayle Brandeis’s My Life with the Lincolns.

Mrs. Lincoln A practical guide to letting go of the character defects that get in the way of true and joyful recovery. Resentment. Fear. Self-Pity. Intolerance. Anger. As Bill P. explains, these are the “rocks” that can sink recovery—or at the least, block further progress. Based on the principles behind Steps Six and Seven, Drop the Rock combines personal stories, practical advice, and powerful insights to help readers move forward in recovery. The second edition features additional stories and a reference section.

Sino-Vietnamese Territorial Dispute The story of one teenager’s descent into methamphetamine addiction is told from his father’s point of view, describing how a varsity athlete and honor student became addicted to the dangerous drug and its impact on his family.

Mary Lincoln for the Ages A revelatory and touching tribute to the lives of Carrie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds written by the person who knew them best, Todd Fisher’s poignant memoir reveals the stories of struggle and triumph of two of the most beloved performers of the silver screen. As the daughter of one of the world’s most recognizes stars, Carrie was a role model and heroine to a generation. Remembered for her songwriting, including a Grammy nomination. In Saved by a Song, Mary Gauthier pulls the curtain back on the artistry of songwriting. Part memoir, part philosophy of art, Mel Bay basic guitar workbook. Music offered her a window to a world where others felt the way she did. Songs became lifelines to her, and she longed to write her own, one to combine songwriting craft with a seeker’s vulnerability and a sage’s wisdom. —Amy Ray, Indigo Girls From the Grammy nominated folk singer and songwriter, an inspiring memoir about the art, history and power of songwriting. There was no treatment center. In Mary Todd Lincoln’s time there were many addicts at all levels of society, as there are now, but it was a more socially acceptable condition for men than for women. More importantly, addiction was not very well understood, and it was often mistreated. Because Mary Todd Lincoln’s only surviving son, Robert Lincoln, made a great effort to protect his mother and her family from journalists and historians, he intentionally destroyed most of Mary Todd Lincoln’s medical records and many of her letters. What he could not destroy, however, is the record of Mary Todd Lincoln’s pain and the record of how she behaved while living with this pain.

My Life with the Lincolns. My dad used to be Abraham Lincoln. When I was six and learning to read, I saw his initials were A. B. E., Albert Baruch Edelman. ABE. That’s when I knew.

Herndon’s Lincoln “A striking success...the account of the White House years is absorbing, the account of Mary Lincoln’s life as a widow utterly compelling.”—New York Times This is the first biography in over two decades of Mary Todd Lincoln. Privileged daughter to a wealthy Kentucky plantation owner, Mary fell into a stormy romance with the raw Illinois attorney Abraham Lincoln. For twenty-five years the Lincolns forged opposing temperaments into a tolerant, loving marriage. Even as the nation suffered secession and civil war, Mary experienced the tragedies of losing three of her four children and then her husband. An insanity trial orchestrated by her surviving son led to her confinement in an asylum. Mary Todd Lincoln is still often portrayed in one dimension, as the stereotype of the best-hated faults of all women. Here her life is restored for us whole.
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